IIAPL – 6

GUWAHATI : 6th, 7th & 8th JAN 2016

FLYER 1

Announcing The Most Awaited...

THE CENTENARY IIAPL 2017

6, 7, 8th Jan. ’17 at GUWAHATI

CRICKET
BADMINTON
TABLE TENNIS
CENTENARY MARATHON
(21 KM)

IIAPL SEASON 6

CENTENARY YEAR CELEBRATION

Hosted By:
IIA ASSAM CHAPTER
& IIA SPORTS AND CULTURAL COMMITTEE
To,
The Chapter Chairman, National Council Members, Office Bearers, 
IIA Sports & Cultural Committee Members

Dear Sir,
Greetings from IIA Sports & Cultural Committee.

Started as friendly matches and with a wonderful past of national cricket seasons as IIAPL 1 & 2, the determination continued with extended vision which resulted in the conduct of architects cricket world cup or Goodwill Cup 2014 at Cochin, IIAPL HUBLI : 19th & 20th Feb. in 2015 and IIAPL 5 at INDORE : 8th and 9th JAN 2016.

Continuing the same Spirit and to Celebrate the Centenary Year of IIA, the Sports Committee as directed, has immense pleasure in announcing the " IIAPL 6 " - A domestic Cricket & Sports Extravaganza on 6” - 7” - 8” January 2017, at Guwahati, hosted by Young IIA Assam Chapter.

This year along with Cricket there will be Badminton, Table Tennis Tournament (doubles) and 21 Km. Marathon " Centenary Marathon ", for men and women architects.
The dates for the same are 6”, 7” and 8” January 2017.

You are requested to kindly send your Chapter team in this Mega Event of IIA for Cricket as well as Badminton, Table Tennis and Marathon. Please go through the following pages for further details.

The Last Day for Registration and Nomination of Team for IIAPL Season 6 shall be 30th November 2016. (for Cricket, Badminton, Table Tennis and Marathon).

KINDLY NOTE THAT : IIA ASSAM CHAPTER IS THE HOST CHAPTER ALONG WITH IIA SPORTS AND CULTURAL COMMITTEE FOR THE CONDUCT OF THIS EVENT.

Warm Regards,
Ar. Uttendra Mehta
Chairman, IIA Sports & Cultural Committee
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FORMAT OF TOURNAMENT:

All Chapter teams with Architects registered as IIA members WITH GOOD STANDING ONLY can participate in this Series of IIAPL - 6

CRICKET / BADMINTON / TABLE TENNIS PLAYERS & MARATHON PARTICIPANTS
RECOMMENDATION/ INFORMATION FORM

_________________________ CHAPTER/ STATE, _______________ ZONE

NAME : ______________________________________________________________

FIRST NAME : __________________________________

MIDDLE NAME : __________________________________

LAST NAME : __________________________________

IIA REG. NO. AND STATUS : ___________________________________________

DATE OF BIRTH : ________________________________________________

CONTACT DETAILS : ____________________________________________

Mailing Address: ____________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

Mobile Nos. : _______________________________________________

Email Id : ___________________________________________________

_________________________ ________________________________
Signature of the Player Signature of the Chapter Chairman with Seal

Note: This Form is to be filled for each individual participant i.e., for all participants separately

FROM THE DESK OF IIA SPORTS & CULTURAL COMMITTEE
RULES OF THE GAME (CRICKET)

1. Every match shall be held according to normal cricket rules (ICC). However, there are a number of additional rules, which are as follows:

2. The matches will be of 10 / 15 Overs played on Turf Wickets with White Deuce Ball.

3. It's an Architect's Cup and all teams have to submit the Architects ID with IIA REGISTRATION NUMBER along with the age verification of the players.

4. The teams will be divided in two groups / as decided as per the final registrations and later we will have Semi-Final and Final to decide the Winner. In case of lesser teams we can have two groups and directly the winner of each group will play the Final Match. The final format shall be decided as per team captains meeting on 5th Jan. 2017.

5. Total 15 members team can be sent for the tournament. The Playing Team will consist of 11 Players with:
   - Minimum 4 Players Above 40 years
   - Minimum 4 Players Above 30 years
   - Rest below 30 years

   *the IIA sports committee reserves right to amend the same at any given time as required.*

6. All league games will be of 8 to 12 over innings with no bowler allowed to bowl more than four (2\3) overs in an inning. Final will be of 12-15 overs with no bowler allowed to bowl more than five (3) overs in an inning.

7. Each CHAPTER team shall have a name and Colored Sports dresses are allowed for the game.

8. Balls will be provided by the Organizer/Host.


10. Umpire Decisions are final.

11. In case of a tie, the final decision will be through a Super-Over as per ICC rules.

12. Teams have to carry their own Kit, as no cricketing gears will be provided by the committee.

13. Respective Chapters will have to pay for their travelling and transportation cost. Registration charges per player/participant @Rs. 4000 will be there.

14. The organizers will only provide with sports lunch and dinner hospitality on 6th 7th and 8th Jan.

15. IIA and IIAPL doesn't hold any responsibility for any injury caused to any player during the game. All security provisions must be ensured by individual team only.

16. **All the teams have to Report Guwahati on 5th Jan. '17**, IIA Sports Committee will arrange a ground for Warm up (if applicable). Registration and Team Captains Meeting on 5th Jan.'17. Due to the locations of ground the lots of the Tournament will be laid in Dec. to facilitate Organizers for proper adequate stay arrangements with less travel time.

17. Any Misconduct of any player/team against Organisers/IIA Sports Committee, is not permissible and IIA Sports Committee is authorized to take strict action if any individual/team is found guilty.
RULES OF THE GAME (BADMINTON and TABLE TENNIS)

1. All the matches of Badminton / Table Tennis shall be Best of 3/5 sets and as per National Badminton / National Table Tennis rules applicable.

2. THE BADMINTON AND TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT SHALL HAVE FOLLOWING EVENTS WITH NO AGE LIMITS

3. MENS DOUBLES (maximum 2 teams per chapter, i.e., 4 players)

4. WOMENS DOUBLES/ SINGLES (any number of participants are welcomed)

5. (*the IIA sports committee reserves right to amend the same at any given time as required.)

6. Each CHAPTER team shall have a name and Colored Jerseys are allowed for the game.

7. Talent Shuttle shall be provided by Host.


9. Umpire Decisions are final.

10. Teams have to carry their own Kit, as no SPORTS GOODS will be provided by the committee.

11. Respective Chapters will have to pay for their travelling and transportation cost. Registration charges per player/participant @RS.4000** will be there.

12. The organizers will only provide with sports lunch and dinner hospitality on 6th, 7th and 8th Jan, only, IIA and IIAPL doesn’t hold any responsibility for any injury caused to any player during the game.

All security provisions must be ensured by Individual team only.

All the teams have to Report Guwahati on 5th Jan ’17. IIA Sports Committee will arrange for a ground for Warm up, Registration and Teams Meeting on 5th Jan.’17.

** The Registration charges can be further Cross Subsidized depending upon the Financial Resources.
Ar. Jitendra Mehta  
Chairman - IIA Sports & Cultural Committee  
185, Saket Nagar, Indore - 452001  
Email: jitenrameheta_architect@yahoo.com  
(M)- +91 9893030404

1. **Ar. Mahesh Kumar Sharma**  
35D, MIG Flats, Sheikh Sarai-1,  
New Delhi - 110017,  
Email: andppl@gmail.com  
(M)- +91 9810060699

2. **Ar. Kumar Laganjit Mohapatra**  
B1-144, Lingaraj Vihar  
Pokharipurit - Bhubaneswar-20  
Email: laganjit86@yahoo.co.in  
(M)- +91 9861194401

3. **Ar. Sanjay Pathe**  
Usmanpura, Aurangabad, Maharashtra - 461005  
Email: sanjaypathe@gmail.com  
(M)- +91 9822252513

4. **Ar. D. Senthil Kumar**  
#1 (165/129) SBI Officers Colony,  
Meyyanur, Salem, Tamilnadu - 636004  
Email: archsen@gmail.com  
(M)- +91 9443237383

5. **Ar. Tushar Sogani**  
F-72,400, Suryoday Complex, Subhash Marg,  
C-Scheme, Jaipur-302001  
Email: tushar@tsiplarch.com  
(M)- +91 9929590171

6. **Ar. Ambarish Kumar Srivastava**  
14/110, Golf Club Road, Kolkata - 700033.  
Email: ambarish13@gmail.com  
(M)- +91 9831219711

7. **Ar. Kuldeep Y. Hangirgekar**  
4924/1 Nirmal, Mahadwar Road  
Belgaum, Karnataka - 590001  
Email: kuldeepyh@gmail.com  
(M)- +91 9448487988
CHAPTER CHAIRMAN - ASSAM

Ar. Romendra Nath Baishya
M/S, Architects Collaborative, M.R. Dewan Road, Chandmari, Guwahati-3
Email: architects_collaborative@yahoo.co.in
(M)- +91 9864066980

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE FOR IIAPL - 6, GUWAHATI ‘17

1. Ar. H.K. Rajkhowa, 
   Convenor
   Rajkhowas Arch, M.D. Road, Guwahati-3
   Email: hiranya.krajkhowa@gmail.com, iiaplguwhati@gmail.com
   (M)- +91 9435012356

2. Ar. Pritam Nath
   Co-Convenor
   Neev, 3rd Floor, Gulshan Grand, G.S. Road, Dispur, Guwahati
   Email: prittamnath08@gmail.com
   (M)- +91 9864067032

3. Ar. Chinmoy Phukan
   2nd Floor, Above Mira Musical Mart, Rajgarh Main Road, Chandmari, Guwahati -3
   Email: cphukan@yahoo.com
   (M)- +91 9435085065

4. Ar. Pankaj Phukan
   Anil Annex, B.K. Kaloti Road, Ulubari, Guwahati - 7
   Email: pankajphukan@yahoo.co.in
   (M)- +91 9435102280

5. Ar. Jai Prakash Prasad
   4C, Shreyans Enclave, Christian Basti, Guwahati - 6
   Email: jai786125@gmail.com
   (M)- +91 9876188754

6. Ar. Budhin Borthakur
   Email: budhinborthakur@gmail.com
   (M)- +91 9435083009